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We investigate the aggregation of amphiphilic molecules by adapting the two-state Muller-Lee-Graziano
model for water, in which a solvent-induced hydrophobic interaction is included implicitly. We study the
formation of various types of micelle as a function of the distribution of hydrophobic regions at the molecular
surface. Successive substitution of nonpolar surfaces by polar ones demonstrates the influence of hydropho-
bicity on the upper and lower critical solution temperatures. Aggregates of lipid molecules, described by a
refinement of the model in which a hydrophobic tail of variable length interacts with different numbers of
water molecules, are stabilized as the length of the tail increases. We demonstrate that the essential features of
micelle formation are primarily solvent-induced, and are explained within a model which focuses only on the
alteration of water structure in the vicinity of the hydrophobic surface regions of amphiphiles in solution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In an aqueous solution, the hydrophobic parts of am-
phiphilic molecules tend to separate themselves from water
molecules by forming aggregates, such as micelles and mi-
croemulsion droplets. The simplest amphiphilic structure oc-
curs if the polar and hydrophobic parts of the amphiphilic
molecule are well separated into head and tail regions. Mo-
tivated by the structure of sphingolipids and glycolipids(Fig.
1), we will refer to this type of molecule as “lipids”(al-
though we note here that this generic structure is not com-
mon to all classes of lipid). For molecules such as those in
Fig. 1, micelles consist of a polar outer surface and a hydro-
phobic core which contains all the tails. By contrast, am-
phiphilic species whose polar and hydrophobic regions are
distributed over the entire molecule, rather than being clearly
separated, aggregate to form more general assemblies for the
purpose of minimizing the hydrophobic area per molecule
exposed to the aqueous phase. We will refer to this general
category of mixed hydrophobic-polar(HP) molecules as
“amphiphiles.” Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide), a polymer be-
longing to this class, exhibits a phase transition at a lower
critical solution temperaturesLCSTd from a homogeneous
solution, where the polymers are completely soluble, to a
system of two separated phases[1]. At an upper critical so-
lution temperaturesUCSTd, the organic phase disaggregates,
and above this temperature the amphiphilic molecules are
again soluble due to entropic effects[2]. Substitution of polar
by hydrophobic monomers in amphiphiles of given length
leads to alterations of the critical solution temperatures
which depend on the size of hydrophobic surface regions[2].

Micelle formation, and the aggregation of amphiphilic
molecules in general, may be treated as a phase separation
occurring at a critical micellar concentrationsCMCd which
describes the density of amphiphiles where the system enters
the two-phase region[3,4]. Above the CMC, amphiphilic
molecules in aqueous solutions self-associate, forming small
aggregates to decrease the net contact between their hydro-
phobic surfaces and the surrounding solvent. A small fraction

of the lipid molecules remains free in the solution, with a
concentration close to the CMC value. As the concentration
increases, the onset of a semi-dilute regime is found, where
the system may be considered as a solution of relatively few
water molecules dissolved in an amphiphilic medium[5].

For lipid molecules, the CMC decreases as the length of
the hydrophobic chain increases[6–9], indicating a stabiliza-
tion of aggregates as a consequence of the stronger net re-
pulsion between the tail and the surrounding water. For the
same reason, the LCST is thought to decrease as the tail
grows, as suggested in Ref.[2]. One means of probing the
nature of the phase diagram and the effective hydrophobic
interactions would be by systematic alteration of the polarity

FIG. 1. (Color online) Space-filling models of typical lipid mol-
ecules:(a) a sphingolipid(sphingosine, C18H37O2N), with one non-
polar hydrocarbon tail;(b) a glycolipid (C40H72O8N), with two
tails. The relatively large, polar head groups contain in addition
oxygen and nitrogen atoms.
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of the amphiphilic polymers in solution. Many theoretical
and experimental studies have been conducted to describe
the various aggregation phases of amphiphilic molecules in
aqueous solutions[3–18]. However, no comprehensive in-
vestigations have yet been performed concerning the influ-
ence of the distribution of polar groups in amphiphiles on the
aggregation phase diagram, or concerning the mechanism
underlying the process of self-aggregation.

The aim of this study is to substantiate experimental re-
sults indicating a decrease in LCST as the degree of hydro-
phobicity increases, and to analyze the dependence on den-
sity and hydrophobicity of the aggregation phase diagram.
We will conclude that the principal properties of amphiphiles
in aqueous solutions are solvent-induced, in that they are
explained by alterations in the structure of liquid water in the
vicinity of the hydrophobic regions of solute particles. We
begin by introducing a simpleHP description(Sec. II A) of
amphiphilic solute particles(Sec. II B) on a cubic lattice, and
then extend the model to describe lipid particles of varying
tail length (Sec. II C). In Sec. III A we investigate the
changes in the phase diagram associated with an increasing
proportion of polar groups in amphiphilic molecules and
with changes in their distribution. Section III B presents a
similar analysis for the formation of lipid micelles in aque-
ous solutions. In Sec IV we discuss the implications of our
results and provide a brief conclusion.

II. MODEL AND METHODS

A. Water structure

The solvation of amphiphiles in aqueous solutions and
their self-association into micellar aggregates are genreally
considered as a consequence of the effective hydrophobic
interaction between polar water and the nonpolar regions of
the solute molecules[19]. The unique properties of the aque-
ous medium which generate this interaction arise from the
ability of water molecules to form strong hydrogen bonds
both among themselves and with the polar groups of solute
molecules. The formation and disruption of extended
hydrogen-bonded networks leads directly to the delicate bal-
ance of enthalpic and entropic contributions to the solvent
free energy which is responsible for the existence of a
closed-loop aggregation regime in many solutions of polar
molecules. This behavior is encapsulated in an adapted ver-
sion of the model of Muller, Lee, and Graziano(MLG)
[20,21], whose key features are as follows: consideration of a
coarse-grained system whose sites contain clusters of water
molecules of a size which matches that of the solute par-
ticles; a bimodal distribution of water clusters reflecting “or-
dered” sites with mostly intact hydrogen bonds, and “disor-
dered” sites with relatively fewer intact hydrogen bonds; a
further subdivision into “shell” sites neighboring the solute
particles and “bulk” sites which are not disrupted by prox-
imity to a polar surface; a set of microscopic energy and
degeneracy parameters for these sites whose sequences are
determined by the fact that breaking of hydrogen bonds in-
creases site enthalpy but simultaneously raises the site de-
generacy(number of orientational degrees of freedom of the
water molecules), as represented in Fig. 2. Full details of the

foundations and qualitative properties of the model can be
found in Refs.[22] and [23].

The microscopic origin of the energy and degeneracy pa-
rameters for the four different types of water site(ordered/
disordered and shell/bulk) in the adapted MLG model, based
on both experimental[24–26] and theoretical[27–30] analy-
sis, is discussed in detail in Refs.[22,31]. Here we highlight
the competition of enthalpy and entropy terms using only the
example of the ordered states. Although the insertion of a
hydrophobic molecule leads to a destruction of local hydro-
gen bonding, at low temperatures the water molecules are
found to rearrange in a cagelike structure around the solute
molecule, which because of the orientational effect of the
polar surface is formed by stronger hydrogen bonds. The
consequent net energy reduction results in dissolution of the
solute particle[24–26]. At higher temperatures, however, the
additional entropic contributions available from the bulk sol-
vent favor a minimization of local water restructuring, which
drives the aggregation of hydrophobic solute particles to
minimize their total surface exposed to water.

While it is possible to find perfect cages of hydrogen
bonds for small hydrophobic particles, the formation of com-
plete cages around large solute particles is prevented steri-
cally. However, such large solute particles, and also their
aggregates, may instead be surrounded by a number of par-
tial cages, depending on their shape and surface roughness
[29]. Atomic groups exposed at the surfaces of large mol-
ecules and aggregates present locally curved surface struc-
tures [32] which allow for a confined formation of partial
cages. The lipid molecules we analyze(see Fig. 1) have a
characteristic length scale of order 0.3nm for the diameter of
the chain and any side groups, 0.5 nm for the polar head, and
a maximum length of 2–3 nm for the longer chains. The
chain and head diameters are the length scales which deter-
mine the curvature of the molecule, and thus the possibility
for cage formation. The considerations of the previous para-
graph, specifically concerning low-temperature solution, are
then expected to remain valid for amphiphilic and lipid mol-
ecules, and this is confirmed by the success of models based
on these concepts in describing large molecular species
[33–35]. That the analysis is applicable for solute particles
with a certain degree of curvature and surface roughness
does not appear to be a significant restriction for molecules
in the size range of most interest for amphiphilic and lipid
characteristics.

FIG. 2. Energy levels of a water site in the bimodal MLG
model. The states are denoted os(ordered shell) (cage conforma-
tion), ds (disordered shell), ob (ordered bulk), and db(disordered
bulk).
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Returning to the parameters of Fig. 2, we stress that the
properties of the sysytem are critically dependent on the se-
quences Eds.Edb.Eob.Eos of energy levels and
qds.qdb.qob.qos of the corresponding degeneracies,
which describe the entropy. These sequences are confirmed
by a range of experimental measurements, and indeed if they
are not maintained the solution does not exhibit a closed-
loop aggregation regime. However, the results of the calcu-
lations to follow are not particularly sensitive to the exact
values of the differences between these parameters, and are
of course independent of their absolute values. We have used
the energy valuesEds=1.8,Edb=1.0,Eob=−1.0, and Eos=
−2.0, which are thought to be qualitatively representative for
aqueous solutions, and which have been successful in de-
scribing different types of solution[22,23,31,35]. The re-
spective degeneracies, normalized to a nondegenerate or-
dered shell conformation, are taken to beqds=49,qdb
=40,qob=10, andqos=1 [31]. These relative values have
been found to be appropriate for reproducing the phenom-
enology of hydrophobic interactions[22,31], protein denatur-
ation [33,34], swelling of biopolymers[35], and cosolvent
effects on solubility of hydrophobic particles[23,36]. Precise
values of the microscopic parameters may in fact be refined
by comparison with experimental measurements to yield
semiquantitative agreement for different solutions
[22,31,35,36]. The energy scale is correlated directly with a
relative temperature scale, which we define askBT;b−1.

B. Amphiphiles

To include not only purely hydrophobic solute particles
but also amphiphilic molecules with varying conformations
of polar and nonpolar regions, as in the experiments of Ref.
[1], we represent the particles as cubes on which each face
may be either polar or hydrophobic. A neighboring water
site, which is homogeneously polar, interacts only with the
side of the particle which is oriented in its direction. If this
side represents a polar group, the neighboring water site is in
a bulk state, whereas if the side is hydrophobic the water site
is considered a shell state. Thus polar sides and water are
considered as having the same effect on neighboring water
molecules. However, polar faces do not contribute to the free
energy. In this coarse-grained model, one side of a site may
represent more than one chemical group, and thus corre-
sponds to a net characterization of the surface area of the
solute molecule under consideration.

Hydrophobic solute particles are generally larger than wa-
ter, and thus a water site in the model consists of a group of
molecules. On a lattice where each site hasz nearest neigh-
bors, the energy of a system ofN sites, occupied either by
amphiphiles(ni =0) or by water(ni =1), is given by the Potts-
like Hamiltonian

Hfhnij,hsij,hkjg = o
i=1

N
ni

z FsEosd̃i,sos
+ Edsd̃i,sds

do
k ji l

s1 − li,jskdd

+ sEobd̃i,sob
+ Edbd̃i,sdb

do
k ji l

sli,jskddG , s1d

whereli,jskd is a side variable depending on each of the near-

est neighborsj of site i, and takes the value 1 if the neigh-
boring side of sitej is a polar side of a solute particle or
water, and 0 otherwise. The variablek takes values from 1 to
nc,j, wherenc,j enumerates all equivalent orientations of site
j . On a cubic lattice, the total number of sides of a solute
particle isz=6=NP+NH, whereNH is the number of hydro-
phobic cube faces. Thus for the cubic latticenc,j =1 for water
and for solute particles withNH=6, nc,j =6 for NH=5, nc,j
=3 for NH=4 sNH=2d if the two polar (hydrophobic) sides
are opposite to each other,nc,j =12 for NH=4 sNH=2d if they
are adjacent,nc,j =8 for NH=3 if the three polar sides are are
all adjacent to each other, andnc,j =12 for NH=3 if two of
them are opposite to each other.

Because a water side may be in one ofq different states,

d̃i,sos
is 1 if it is in one of theqos ordered shell states and 0

otherwise, andd̃i,sds
is 1 if it is in one of theqds disordered

shell states and 0 otherwise. Analogous considerations apply
for the bulk states.

We note that for completely hydrophobic solute particles
sNP=0d, Eq. (1) is not equivalent to the Hamiltonian in Ref.
[22], because the sites are treated differently. In Eq.(1), each
face of a water sitei contributes to the free energy, and a sum
is performed over all pairs of faces in contact with each
other, as opposed to over individual sites. The representation
in terms of cube sides is adopted here for consistent descrip-
tion of lipid molecules in Sec. II C. However, we will find in
Sec. III A that the qualitative differences between the two
Hamiltonians for fully hydrophobic solute particles are
small.

To determine the canonical partition function, a sum is
performed over the state configurationshsij. By taking into
account the possible orientations of the amphiphilic particles
through the variablek, the canonical partition function of the
system ofN sites may be expressed as

ZN = o
hnij

p
i=1

N

p
k=1

nc,j

Zb
nis1/zdok ji l li,jskd 3 Zs

nis1/zdok ji ls1−li,jskdd, s2d

whereZs=qose−bEos+qdse−bEds for the shellss;sd and bulk
ss;bd states of pure water sides. The grand canonical par-
tition function of the system for variable solute particle num-
ber is then

J = o
N

ebmNwZN = o
hnij

e−bHeff
gcfhnijg, s3d

where m represents the chemical potential associated with
the insertion of water andNw denotes the number of water
sites. Although the explicit terms of the model describe
solely the states of water molecules in solution, it contains
implicitly all multiparticle interactions between hydrophobic
solute molecules[22].

The coexistence regions are characterized by measuring
the UCST and the LCST for various numbersNP of polar
sides per particle. To investigate variations in the effective
hydrophobic interactions due to changes in polarity of the
solute particles, we increase systematically the number of
polar sides per particle and determine the coexistence region
in each case.
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The extent of aggregate formation in the system is deter-
mined from the number density of contacts between two hy-
drophobic cube sides,nH−H, between two polar sides,nP−P,
and between a polar and a hydrophobic side,nP−H. The num-
ber of contacts in a randomly distributed system with the
same particle densityrp is also calculated for comparison. In
a random solution of solute particles withNP polar faces,
whose positions and orientations are completely indepen-
dent, these probabilities are given in the thermodynamic
limit by

psH − Hd = psHd2,

psP − Pd = psPd2,

psP − Hd = 2 psHdpsPd, s4d

wherepsHd is the probability that a cube face is hydropho-
bic, psPd is the probability that it is polar, and by symmetry
psH−Pd=psP−Hd. In a random system, the probabilities of
occurrence of the different faces are independent of the
neighboring sites, and are simply

psHd =
NH

z
rp,

psPd = s1 − rpd +
NP

z
rp. s5d

If the contact densitiesnH−H and nP−P are larger than their
probabilities of random occurrence, andnP−H is correspond-
ingly smaller, the system has formed aggregates which re-
duce the number of hydrophobic sides exposed to water.

C. Lipids

Micelles are generally formed by amphiphilic molecules,
referred to here as lipids, which are composed of two distinct
regions, the polar head and the hydrophobic tail. The length
of the tail, which is typically composed of one or more hy-
drocarbon chains, is normally rather greater than the size of
the polar head(Fig. 1). Experimental observations[38] sug-
gest that lipids with tails shorter than 10 carbon atoms are
highly soluble in aqueous solutions, while those whose tails
exceed approximately 20 carbon atoms are almost com-
pletely insoluble. For those molecules with tail lengths in the
intermediate range, which show the widest variety of
surface-active properties, the tails are on average some three
to five times longer than the dimensions of the polar head.
(In lipids composed of two or more tails, this ratio is gener-
ally smaller.) As an example, the head size of the glycolipid
in Fig. 1 is close to one-third of the length of the 14-atom
tail. We define an effective tail lengthl as the ratio between
the tail length and the head size of the lipid, so that a typical
lipid is represented byl values between two and five, which
may also be fractional.

For simple geometrical reasons, the total repulsion be-
tween such a tail and the water molecules surrounding its
sides is significantly stronger than that for the small tail tip of
the chain. We adapt the model described in Sec. II B to in-

clude this aspect by assigning different energy levels to shell
water clusters in contact with the sides of a solute particle
compared to those in contact with the tip. Because the num-
ber of shell water molecules interacting with one side of a
hydrophobic tail is approximatelyl times that of those inter-
acting with the tip, the energy associated with a site repre-
senting all of these water molecules is taken to bel times that
for a tip site. A cubic solute particle in the lipid model[rep-
resented in Fig. 10(a)] consists of a polar headsPd and a
hydrophobic tail, which in turn is divided into the moder-
ately hydrophobic tipsHd, situated opposite the polar head,
and the long, strongly hydrophobic sides of the tailsSd. In
the coarse-grained model, both the tip and each long side of
the tail are represented by a face of the cubic particle, but the
sides interact more strongly with a neighboring water site
than does the tip.

The Hamiltonian of a system ofN sites on a cubic lattice,
which are occupied either by watersni =1d or by a lipid mol-
eculesni =0d, is then

Hfhnij,hsij,hkjg = o
i=1

N

niSsEos,Hd̃i,sos,H
+ Eds,Hd̃i,sds,H

d
1

z
o
k ji l

s1

− li,jskd
2 d+ sEos,Sd̃i,sos,S

+ Eds,Sd̃i,sds,S
do

k ji l

1

2z
li,jskds1 − li,jskdd

+ sEobd̃i,sob
+ Edbd̃i,sdb

d

3o
k ji l

1

2z
li,jskds1 + li,jskddD , s6d

where againli,jskd depends on the orientation statek of the
particle at each nearest-neighbor sitej of i. However, for the
lipid modelli,jskd takes the value 1 if the neighboring face is
polar (i.e., water or the relevant side of a solute particle), 0 if
it represents a slightly hydrophobic tail tipH, and −1 if it
represents a strongly hydrophobic tail sideS. k varies again
from 1 to nc,j, wherenc,j =1 for water andnc,j =6 for lipid
particles. Because a polar sidei may be in one ofq different

states,d̃i,sos,H
is 1 if site i is occupied by a polar face in one

of the qos ordered shell states of aH face and 0 otherwise,

and d̃i,sds,H
is 1 if it is occupied by pure water in one of the

qds disordered shell states of aH face and 0 otherwise.
Analogous considerations apply forS faces and for the bulk
states. We stress here that the Hamiltonians in Eqs.(1) and
(6) and provide a full description of the microscopic states of
the amphiphilic and lipid systems. The macroscopic, thermo-
dynamic behavior is contained implicitly in these micro-
scopic states[20–23,31,33–37], and the differences for such
properties as the phase boundaries for varying chain length
enter through the microscopic energy and degeneracy param-
eters.

As in Sec. II B, only water sites contribute to the free
energy, and a polar face is considered having the same effect
on a neighboring water site as water. We define
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SH = −
1

b
lnfqos,He−bEos,H + qds,He−bEds,Hg,

SS= −
1

b
lnfqos,Se

−bEos,S + qds,Se
−bEds,Sg,

B = −
1

b
lnfqobe

−bEob + qdbe
−bEdbg. s7d

For a system ofN sites, the canonical partition function may
be expressed as

ZN = o
hnij

p
i=1

N

p
k=1

nc,j

e−bsni/2zdBok ji l
li,jskdsli,jskd+1d

3e−bsni/zdfSHok ji l
s1−li,jskd

2 d+SSok ji l
s1/2dli,jskds1−li,jskddg,

s8d

whence the grand canonical partition function for a system
where the lipid density is not fixed is

J = o
N

e−bmNwZN=o
hnij

e−bHeff
gcfhnijg, s9d

with the effective, grand canonical Hamiltonian

Heff
gcfhnijg = o

i=1

N

o
k=1

nc,j FniSSH
1

zo
k ji l

s1 − li,jskd
2 d − mD

+ Bnio
k ji l

1

2z
li,jskds1 + li,jskdd

+ SSnio
k ji l

1

2z
li,jskds1 − li,jskddG . s10d

To measure the formation of aggregates in the lipid sys-
tem, the number of contacts between different faces is again
determined and compared with the number of contacts in a
randomly distributed system of the same particle densityrp.
In a random solution of solute particles, whose positions and
orientations are completely independent, these probabilities
are given in the thermodynamic limit by

psa − ad = psad2,

psa − bd = 2psadpsbd = psb − ad,

where a ,b;H ,P,S. Here psHd is the probability that the
adjacent side of the nearest neighbor is slightly hydrophobic,
psPd the probability that it is polar, andpsSd the probability
that it is strongly hydrophobic. The probabilities are given in
general by

psHd =
NH

z
rp,

psPd = s1 − rpd +
NP

z
rp,

psSd =
NS

z
rp, s11d

although henceforth we will consider only the valuesNH
=NP=1, NS=4. Aggregate formation has occurred in this
system ifnH−H, nP−P, andnS−S are larger than their random
expectation values, andnP−H and nP−S are correspondingly
smaller.

The absolute energy levels and the degeneracies of water
sites facingSsides are higher because this site represents the
number of water molecules contained in a shell site ofH
multiplied by the factorl. The effective energy of aS shell
site is thus obtained from that for aH shell site, for both
ordered and disordered states, using

Eos,S= l Eos,H, Eds,S= l Eds,H, s12d

whereEos,H sEds,Hd is the energy of an ordered(disordered)
water site in the shell of the tipsHd andEos,S sEds,Sd that of
an ordered(disordered) shell water site of the tail sidesSd.
Under the assumption that neighboring water sites are rather
independent, the total number of configurations for two sites
may be approximated by the product of their numbers of
configurations. Thus, the number of configurations of aS
shell site is related to that of a correspondingH shell site by

qos,S= qos,H
l , qds,S= qds,H

l . s13d

The parameter values of the energy levels, and the degenera-
cies of bulk water andH shell sites, are chosen as described
in Sec. II A.

D. Methods

Our interest is focused on the orientation and location of
amphiphilic molecules in solution, which may be captured
by molecular-level simulations. We thus restrict our consid-
erations to Monte Carlo studies, because the processes in-
volved depend strongly on local, spatial effects which are
neglected in mean-field calculations. As in Ref.[22], we use
Monte Carlo simulations to detect the aggregation of am-
phiphilic solute particles as a function of temperature and
solute concentration. We work with a system of 30330
330 sites on a cubic lattice with random initial particle dis-
tributions and periodic boundary conditions, using aMetropo-

lis algorithm for sampling of the configuration space. The
numbers of relaxation s100 000d and measurement
s1 000 000d steps are similar to those in our previous studies
[22]. The closed-loop coexistence curves in therp-T phase
diagram are obtained from the transitions determined by in-
creasing the temperature at fixed chemical potential(grand
canonical sampling), which results in a sudden density jump
at the transition temperature, and from the corresponding sol-
ute particle densities.

Analysis of the properties of a lipid-water system at the
molecular level is possible by similar Monte Carlo simula-
tions using the model of Sec. II C However, the procedure
described above must be redefined in one respect. In the
Metropolis algorithm, the relative transition probability to a
configurationhni8j from a previous onehnij depends on the
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difference in free energy of the two configurations according
to

r = e−bsHeff
gcfhni8jg−Heff

gcfhnijgd. s14d

The free-energy difference must be calculated for two states
with the same number of molecules. One step of the simula-
tion procedure consists either in rotation of a solute particle
or in a site exchange between two randomly chosen sites.
The only contributions to the difference in free energy are
then the energy change of the sites concerned, and of their
nearest-neighbor sides. If a side changes fromP to S or vice
versa, the bulk and shell states of neighboring water sites
must contain the same number of water molecules to be
comparable. In this case, we attribute the bulk energies
Eob,S= l Eob, Edb,S= l Edb, and the respective degeneracies
qob,S=qob

l , qdb,S=qdb
l , to the relevant water sites when calcu-

lating the probabilityr. The indexS refers to the comparison
of this bulk site with anS shell site.

III. RESULTS

A. Amphiphiles

We begin by attempting to capture the qualitative behav-
ior of amphiphilic molecules with varying conformations of
polar and nonpolar regions. Figure 3 shows therp-T phase
diagram obtained from the simple model of Sec. II B for
different numbers of polar sides per particle. The densities
represent volume fractions, and are therefore dimensionless.
In the coexistence regime, the amphiphilic particles aggre-
gate, minimizing the contact of their hydrophobic regions
with water and with polar solute segments. Outside this re-
gion, the amphiphiles are soluble at all densities below the
LCST and above the UCST. For temperatures between these
values, the amphiphiles are soluble only at very low densi-
ties, while at the CMC,r1, the particles aggregate and the
system separates into two phases: nearly pure water(of par-
ticle densityr1) and an amphiphilic phase of densityr2. With

increasing polarity, the solubility of the solute particles is
enhanced and the CMC increases.

As expected, the coexistence region is reduced as the
number of polar sides increases[2,8]. If the system repre-
sents a solution of purely hydrophobic particles(NP=0 and
NH=6), the coexistence curve is almost identical to that
found in theHP model in Ref.[22] (see Sec. II B). Substi-
tution of one hydrophobic side per particle by a polar side(
NP=1 andNH=5) leads to a decrease of the UCST and a
slight increase of the LCST, and to a small overall suppres-
sion of the temperature and density range of the coexistence
region. In this case, which may be taken to represent simpli-
fied lipid molecules(discussed in Sec. IV), the effect is
rather moderate. However, substitution of a second hydro-
phobic side per particle(NP=2 andNH=4) reduces the co-
existence region dramatically(Fig. 3). When substituting
three or more hydrophobic sides by polar ones, the solute
particles become soluble at all temperatures and no aggrega-
tion phase transition is observed.

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the nature of the aggregated
phase using “snapshots” of two-dimensional(2D) systems at
T=1.0, obtained in the coexistence region for solute particles
with different numbers of polar sides. The snapshots are
taken after allowing the system to relax for 1 000 000 steps,
where every 20th step is an attempt to exchange two sites
and the others are attempts to rotate a particle. Systems con-
taining primarily hydrophobic particles(NP=0 and NP=1)
form mostly compact clusters, which minimize the number
of hydrophobic surfaces exposed to the solvent. For lipidlike
solute particles withNP=1 [Fig. 6(a)], the formation of per-
fect micelles with a hydrophobic core and a polar surface is
prevented by the nature of the square lattice, which causes
frustration on the edges of the micelles: an edge particle is
forced to expose one of its hydrophobic sides to water. The
model allows a lipid particle to occur in the core of micelles,
where its polar side is in direct contact with the polar side of
another lipid particle, because no distinction is made be-
tween a group of water molecules and the polar face of a
particle. Incorporating this distinction into the description
could be expected to generate more realistic micellar struc-
tures, albeit within the confines of the cubic geometry.

Amphiphilic solute particles whose surface is half polar
(NP=NH=2 in 2D) show differing behavior depending on the
polarity pattern of the sides. If the polar sides are adjacent on
the square, small micelles consisting of four solute particles
can be formed, which is energetically the most favorable
configuration because no hydrophobic sides are exposed to
water(Fig. 5). Short, diagonal lines of molecules, which may
be considered to represent condensed bilayers, can also be
formed, although their ends are hydrophobic, and this con-
figuration is therefore less favorable than are “circular” mi-
celles of four solute particles. These configurations are ex-
pected from the construction of the sites, which is shown in
Fig. 6, to appear as the ground states. Solute sites with two
adjacent polar sides may be considered to represent sections
of circular micelles[Fig. 6(b)], with the formation of small
micelles as a consequence. In contrast, if the polar sides are
opposite each other, the only possibility to avoid hydropho-
bic sides being in contact with water is to form lines of
particles, although again the hydrophobic ends remain ex-

FIG. 3. rp-T phase diagram for micelle formation in the 3D,HP
model for different numbers of polar sides per solute particle. The
coexistence region is reduced, and aggregation suppressed, as the
number of hydrophobic sides substituted by polar sides increases.
At a given dimensionless temperatureTLCST,T,TUCST, the sys-
tem is homogeneous for solute particle concentrations below the
CMC sr1d, while above this value it separates into two phases of
densitiesr1 andr2.
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posed to water. These squares may be taken as schematic
representations of cross sections of a bilayer[Fig. 6(c)].

The contact densitiesnH−H, nP−P, andnP−H are shown in
Fig. 7 for a system of solute particles with one polar side
sNP=1d as a function of relative temperature. The results are
normalized to the probability of these contacts in a randomly
distributed system with the same particle density,rp=0.24.
At low temperatures, the solute particles are clearly soluble,
becausenH−H,psH−Hd, nP−P,psP−Pd, and nP−H.psP
−Hd. This reflects the formation of strongly hydrogen-
bonded, partial cagelike structures of water molecules
around the hydrophobic parts of the amphiphilic particles
when entropy effects are minor. At temperatures higher than
the lower critical temperature for densityrp, increasing en-
tropy effects favor a screening of hydrophobic faces from
polar ones, and the solute particles aggregate to form mi-
celles. In this regimenH−H.psH−Hd, nP−P.psP−Pd, and
the density of polar-hydrophobic contacts is suppressed,
nP−H,psP−Hd. The effect onnH−H /psH−Hd is more pro-
nounced thannP−P/psP−Pd because the number of polar

sides in the system is higher than the number of hydrophobic
ones. Changes innH−H then lead to a larger relative effect,
and in fact the majority ofP-P contacts are intact even in the
dissolved phase due to the high number of water molecules.
For low particle densities, the relative effect is larger still
because fewerH-H contacts are possible.

Finally, at high temperatures, the entropy becomes domi-
nant and the contact densities approach their respective ran-
dom values as complete mixing is obtained. We note that at
high temperatures the contact densities do not recross the
value 1 to recover the low-temperature phase of single-
particle dissolution(Fig. 7). Instead their values simply con-

FIG. 4. Snapshots of 2D systems in the coexistence phase, ob-
tained by Monte Carlo simulations atT=1.0. Left: completely hy-
drophobic solute particlessNP=0d in water; right: mainly hydro-
phobic solute particlessNP=1d in water. White circles(right)
represent the polar sides of the solute particles, which are shown as
black squares. The particles form compact micelles which shield the
hydrophobic sides from water. The lattice constanta is defined by
the solute particle size.

FIG. 5. Snapshots of 2D systems of partially hydrophobic solute
particles sNP=2d in water in the coexistence phase, obtained by
Monte Carlo simulations atT=1.0.

FIG. 6. Illustration of schematic analogs obtained using square
particles with different arrangements of polar sides in 2D(see text).
Hydrophobic sides of the square solute sites are shown as thick
solid lines, polar sides as dashed lines.
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verge to unity, implying that the complete miscibility takes
the form of a truly random particle/water distribution.

B. Lipids

We have performed Monte Carlo simulations for lipid
molecules in water on a cubic lattice for varying lengthsl of
the hydrophobic tail, as described in Secs. II C and II D, to
investigate the stability of their aggregation as a function of
hydrophobicity(l) and density. Therp-T phase diagram(Fig.
8) shows clearly that the coexistence regime is enhanced
significantly with increasing tail lengthl, which can be at-
tributed to the stronger effective repulsive interaction be-
tween the longer hydrophobic tail of the lipid molecule and
the surrounding water. The ratiol can be taken as the impor-
tant quantity to characterize the degree of hydrophobicity of
a lipid molecule. Comparison with Fig. 1 indicates that for a
typical polar head,l =1 corresponds to a tail containing ap-
proximately four carbon atoms. Figure 8 shows that for lipid
molecules with a tail containing approximately eight carbon
atomssl =2d, there is already an enhancement of the coexist-
ence region. The aggregation of solute particles with a tail

composed of approximately 12 carbon atomssl =3d is rein-
forced very significantly. Within our simplified model, at
relative temperatureT=1 lipids with l ù4 are basically in-
soluble, forming a completely separated phase, and thus per-
fect micelles, for all densities, in rather good qualitative
agreement with expectations based on experiments[38].

The aggregation may be analyzed in more detail by study-
ing the density of side contacts as a function of temperature.
The thermal evolution of the density of contacts between the
different sides in a system of lipid particles of tail lengthl
=3 in water is shown in Fig. 9. The results are normalized to
the corresponding probability of these contacts in a randomly
distributed system with the same particle density,rp=0.25.
At low temperaturesnH−H,psH-Hd, nP−P,psP-Pd, and
nS−S,psS-Sd, while nP−H.psP-Hd, nP−S.psP-Sd, and
nH−S.psH-Sd, meaning that the solute particles are clearly
dissolved as a consequence of partial cage formation around
the hydrophobic tails. At temperatures higher than the lower
critical temperature for densityrp (Fig. 8), the lipid particles
aggregate to minimize their total exposed surface, whence
nH−H.psH−Hd, nP−P.psP−Pd, and nS-S.psS-Sd, while
nP-H,psP-Hd andnP-S,psP-Sd. Because of the much stron-
ger effect of aS face than of aH face on its neighboring
water site, the normalized contact density of twoS faces is
highest in the aggregation phase and lowest below the LCST.
A higher relative contact density is observed betweenS and
H faces than between twoH faces for the same reason, while
below the LCST water sites prefer to form the solvation shell
of S faces rather than ofH faces. At high temperatures, the
contact densities converge, in fact rather abruptly(Fig. 9) to
their random values, indicating complete mixing.

IV. DISCUSSION

Amphiphilic molecules in aqueous solutions can form dif-
ferent types of micelles depending on their concentration and
on the distribution of polar regions at their surfaces. Our
initial investigation of the qualitative properties of micelle
formation in a hydrophobic-polar model involved systematic

FIG. 7. Contact densities between polar and hydrophobic sides
as a function of dimensionless temperature for a 3D system of sol-
ute particles with one polar side,NP=1. The contact densities be-
tween sides are normalized to the values expected in a random
system forrp=0.24.

FIG. 8. rp-T phase diagram illustrating micelle formation in the
extended 3D,HP model for lipid molecules of varying tail length.l
represents the relative length of the hydrophobic tail compared to
the size of the head(Fig. 1). The coexistence region is enhanced as
the length of the hydrophobic tails increases, and aggregation is
promoted.

FIG. 9. Contact densities between the different faces as a func-
tion of dimensionless temperature for a 3D solution of lipid mol-
ecules with effective tail lengthl =3. The contact densities between
sides are normalized to the values expected in a random system for
rp=0.25.
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substitution of the hydrophobic sides of cubic solute particles
by polar ones. We determined therp-T phase diagram for
different surface patterns and found closed-loop coexistence
curves(Fig. 3), in accord with experiments using hydrophili-
cally modified copolymers of poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)
[2]. With increasing polarity, the coexistence region is re-
duced as the solubility of the model amphiphiles increases.
This tendency was confirmed by the same experiment, where
the LCST of purely hydrophobic poly(N-
isopropylacrylamide) P3 was observed to increase from
37°C at atmospheric pressure to 42–44°C when approxi-
mately 13% of the monomers were substituted by polar spe-
cies (CP2 and CP3). In our model, we observe the same
quantitative increase of 2–3% in absolute temperature from
TLCST=0.545 for purely hydrophobic solute particles to
TLCST=0.56 for amphiphiles with one polar side, which rep-
resents 17% of the particle surface. Thus the crude cubic
model appears to yield good agreement with available data at
this level of comparison.

For particles with two polar sides, the coexistence region
is reduced dramatically. This is not surprising, considering
the fact that two polar sides represent one-third of the total
particle surface, and the attractive interactions with water are
rather strong. In amphiphilic molecules, the polar region is
usually rather small compared with the hydrophobic surface
area. The solubility of the molecules thus increases consid-
erably on substitution with polar monomers, leading to a
decrease in UCST and an increase in LCST and CMC. In the
cubic model, no significant difference in the size of the co-
existence region is observed for different distributions of the
two sides on the solute cubes. Any further substitution of
hydrophobic faces by polar ones results in molecules which
are at least half polar: the solubility of such particles is al-
ways high, and thus no aggregation is found.

Possible schematic interpretations of the various surface
patterns of cubes representing solute particles in theHP

model are shown in Fig. 10. The model is applicable for any
surface pattern and density of solute, with the premise that
one site may contain one amphiphilic molecule or a group of
solute molecules. A given surface distribution of polar
groups on a polymer may be characterized by a correspond-
ing arrangement of polar sides on the surface of a cubic
solute molecule. A single lipid molecule with a clear distinc-
tion between a polar head and a hydrophobic tail may be
represented by a cube with one polar face[NP=1, Fig.
10(d)]. A small section of a cylindrical micelle would be
represented by a cube with two adjacent polar sides[NP=2,
Fig. 10(c)], while a particle with two opposite polar sides
corresponds at the same level of approximation to a cross
section of a bilayer[Fig. 10(b)]. For the formation of
“spherical” micelles, each site must have three adjacent polar
sides[NP=3, Fig. 10(d)]; if two of the three sides are situ-
ated opposite each other[Fig. 10(e)], the site may again be
considered as a section of a cylindrical micelle. Although by
constructionNP=3 should give small spherical or cylindrical
micelles, depending on the distribution pattern at the surface
of each site, in fact the solubility is too high to find aggre-
gates.

Micellar structures occurring in 3D simulations are diffi-
cult to display. To confirm the formation of different micelle
types depending on the surface pattern of the solute particles,
we have considered snapshots of an analogous 2D system
(Figs. 4 and 5). Here the square solute particles may be in-
terpreted in a manner similar to the 3D case(Fig. 6), and the
formation of small micelles and layers is found in the coex-
istence region. During the relaxation process, micelles grow
from initial dimers to larger entities. Although the solute par-
ticles may rotate at a given position, they can be trapped in a
configuration which disables the construction of perfect mi-
celles or extended layers. Because there is no preference for
growing a layer in one direction rather than in the other,
short line segments are formed which are incompatible with

FIG. 10. Representation of dif-
ferent surface patterns on cubic
solute particles in theHP model,
and their schematic correspon-
dence to different micelle types
(see text). Polar surfaces and mi-
celle segments are marked in gray,
hydrophobic surfaces in white.
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others, resulting in a network of short layers. In the model,
no distinction is made between the polar side of a water
molecule and that of a solute particle, and aP-P contact
contributes the same energy independent of the molecules to
which the sides under consideration belong. Such contacts
between the polar sides of solute molecules are found in the
interior of a micelle, which also influences the formation of
perfect micelles. The nonzero temperature in the coexistence
region, and the observation that the upper critical density is
much smaller than unity, might further imply the formation
of imperfect micelles. In fact the extent to which the upper
critical density is significant remains unclear, because shell
water sites in the model may be considered as belonging to
the micelle phase rather than to the pure water phase, which
would explain the low density of the organic phase even for
perfect micelles containing no water molecules.

We have extended our analysis to describe lipids, which
represent a particular type of amphiphilic molecule. Lipids
are distinguished by a special partition of the polar and hy-
drophobic segments along the molecule: a typical lipid mol-
ecule consists of a polar head and one or two hydrophobic
tails. To incorporate these geometrical features in the model,
we have adapted the energy levels and their degeneracies
according to the tail lengthl, where a typical lipid molecules
exhibiting surface-active properties would be represented by
values 2ø l ø5 [38].

As expected from experiments[8], Monte Carlo simula-
tions of lipids of increasing length illustrate a significant en-
hancement of the coexistence region(Fig. 8). Lipids with a
longer tail have more pronounced characteristics of hydro-
phobic solute particles than do lipids where the polar head
represents a considerable fraction of the molecule. The solu-
bility of long-tailed lipids is therefore lower than that of
short-tailed ones, causing a decrease in LCST, an increase in
UCST, and a decreased CMC at any given temperature as the
tail becomes longer. For the parameters used in the model,
we find that an increase froml =1 to l =2 already enhances
the coexistence region substantially, and for thatl ù4 the
system is completely separated into pure water and essen-
tially perfect micelles of densityrp=1 over a wide tempera-
ture range, which is fully consistent with experiment[38].

A quantitative measure of micelle formation in am-
phiphilic and lipid systems is provided by the contact densi-
ties na-a and na-b, normalized by the corresponding prob-
abilities of the contacts in a random system(Figs. 7 and 9).
We have found fewer contacts between hydrophobic faces
and more hydrophobic-polar contacts than would be ex-
pected for a random distribution below the LCST, indicating
highly dissolved solute molecules. Above the LCST this pic-
ture is inverted, thus confirming the aggregation of am-
phiphiles and lipids, and the separation of the solution into
two phases. From a knowledge of the system geometry and
densities, the values of the contact ratios may also be used to
confirm the extent of solution or aggregation, and also the
effective “purity” of the micelles which form for different
polar distributions on the solute molecules. At temperatures
in excess of the UCST, the solution approaches a random
mixture due to dominant entropy effects; in Monte Carlo
studies the relative contact densities approach unity continu-
ously, rather than undergoing a sharp transition.

We close by emphasizing again the limits of our analysis.
We have formulated a model for an aqueous solution using a
minimal set of assumptions; we have used an extremely
crude representation of amphiphilic molecules, and have
considered only a cubic system as the foundation on which
our “micelles” are constrained to form. Nevertheless, we
have obtained a realistic set of aggregation phenomena and a
surprising degree of agreement with the available experimen-
tal results. There are, however, several examples of phenom-
ena which are beyond the reach of the model at its current
level of refinement. A solution of lipids in water may pro-
duce a lamellar phase of bilayers at low temperature and
rather high densities[15]. Bilayer formation requires the pos-
sibility of smooth curvature and high flexibility[5], and is
precluded in the Monte Carlo simulations by geometrical
constraints presented by the lattice. For the same geometrical
reasons it is also difficult to find well-formed micelles in the
more general case of amphiphiles in water.

A further limitation is that the model considers explicitly
the energy states of water sites, and therefore no distinction
is made amongP-P, H-H, S-H, andS-S contacts. Because
there is also no difference between a group of water mol-
ecules and the polar face of a solute particle, the model al-
lows amphiphiles to occur in the core of micelles, where
their polar sides are in direct contact with those of other
amphiphiles. For lipids, aS-H contact which is formed dur-
ing the Monte Carlo simulation is as favorable as aS-S con-
tact, although it is more likely to be broken in a later step. In
addition, the orientation of a lipid molecule is irrelevant for
the formation of aS-S contact, which prevents efficient
alignment of the heads and may further hinder the formation
of extended bilayers. The incorporation of these distinctions
in a more sophisticated description of the lipid solution may
be expected to reproduce further detailed properties of real
systems.

In summary, we have extended the MLG framework to
include the solvation of amphiphilic solutes in water. Within
a cubicHP model we have found the aggregation of solute
particles and the formation of various types of micelle as a
function of the distribution of hydrophobic regions. By suc-
cessive substitution of hydrophobic sides by polar ones, we
have studied the aggregation behavior and the influence of
the degree of hydrophobicity on the upper and lower critical
solution temperatures. We have refined this model to de-
scribe lipid molecules of varying length, by adapting the in-
teraction of the hydrophobic tail to include a corresponding
number of neighboring water molecules, and have demon-
strated the enhanced stability of aggregates with increasing
tail length (increasing hydrophobicity). We have shown that
primary features of micelle formation, which are often attrib-
uted solely to the amphiphilic nature of the solute particles
under consideration, are reproduced by our extension of the
solvent-based MLG model to describe alterations of water
structure in the vicinity of the different surface regions of
dissolved amphiphiles.
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